GEFO Shipping Group
Sustainability report 2021
Decades of experience. Shaping a sustainable future.

A Message from our General Management:

„A sense of responsibility
is part of our culture.“

Sustainability comes
from responsibility.
The recent history has been a tough test for the entire shipping industry. GEFO Shipping Group has responded to these
challenges and turned them into opportunities. We have proven to our customers, partners and ship owners that they can
rely on us as a strong, forward-looking company. The basis for
this is the high sense of responsibility that has always been
part of our GEFO Shipping Group culture.
We stand for the highest safety standards and robust HSSEQ
management systems, for effective cooperation and support
for our employees and for the best possible client service. And
we firmly believe that sustainable, financially sound operations,
investments in efficient and low-emission technologies and
consideration for our ecosystems will guarantee economic
success in the future.
In this brochure, we would like to introduce you to the world of
GEFO Shipping Group sustainability. We report on our successes in safety and the progress we are making, for example, in
the area of sustainable propulsion systems. Together with you,
we would like to further develop such concepts that also offer
perspectives for future generations.
We wish you an interesting read and look forward to the dialogue with you!
Best regards,
GEFO Shipping Group
General Management

GEFO Shipping
Group combines
tradition and
progress.

GEFO Shipping Group was founded in Hamburg in 1961. What
began as an exclusively inland operation barging mineral oil
products on the Rhine is now a thriving international network
specialising in chemical liquids, liquid gases, mineral oil products
and worldwide bunker trading. Currently, the GEFO Shipping

ulf loose

sven von appen

Group fleet comprises around 150 modern coastal and inland
vessels. Successfully shipping more than 18 million metric tons
per year and building on our commitment to rigorous HSSEQ,
we continue to register safe and sustainable growth.
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Our vision is to be the first-choice shipping partner for the chemical,
gas and oil industry in North-West-Europe. At GEFO Shipping Group,
we know that our people are the heart of our success. We’re a team committed to providing our customers with the best possible service
and sustain success – and to improving it every day. Today … and for
generations to come. 5 points we stand for:

Vision and values
Successful in five major market segments
Safety first: HSSEQ Management
Sustainability at GEFO Shipping Group
Our environmental engagement
Engagement and collaboration
More than 60 years of success

1
Safety

We value the safety and well-being of our coworkers, communities, and the environment. Everything we do includes the
goal of sustaining them for the future. We believe in a zeroincident-industry. We watch out for each other and set plans
and take actions to continually improve our shipping services

4 Key facts

1.600

+

2
Customer Focus

through robust integrated (HSSEQ) management systems.
Our actions are driven by customer insights to exceed their
expectations in terms of quality and service. They inspire us
to create solutions that add value. We believe their success is
our success.

employees ashore
and on board

150

+

vessels

8

years average age of
the Deep sea fleet

13

3
Honesty &
Integrity

We believe in honesty and integrity in all relationships with our
clients. Our actions match our words. We do the right thing at
all times, make realistic promises and keep them.

4
Performance

We perform best as a team with an approach for action
and a can-do attitude. We contribute our best to the team and
accept personal responsibility for our performance and development.

years average age

of the Inland fleet

5
Sustainability

Sustainability and social responsibility have been at the heart
of GEFO Shipping Group’s corporate culture for more than
60 years. This includes the responsibility for our world’s ecosystems, especially the soundness of the marine environment.
We strive to go beyond today’s industrial standards. We reduce our environmental footprint by saving energy and resources
and we invest in new technologies - ensuring success today

4

and for future generations.
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Successful in five major
market segments

GEFO Gas

GEFO Chemicals

Headquartered at the heart of the ARA region in Antwerp, our

GEFO is one of Europe’s leading providers of chemical shipping.

gas specialists are ideally placed to ship liquid gases through-

To ensure our clients the best possible service, we operate two

out the north-west European inland waterway network.

distinct corporate divisions in this segment. GEFO Deep sea

Safely, efficiently and reliably – for all our clients.

specializes in coastal routes. UNITAS is your partner for inland
barging.

New Fleet,
experienced
hands

The GEFO liquid gas fleet is a shining example of our commitment to the highest safety standards and the very best technology. Literally. It is the youngest fleet in the gas shipping
industry. In 2021, we shipped more than 1.400.000 metric tons
in 19 triple-hull gas tankers, with three more tankers to be

Our Deep sea
fleet: tankers
you can trust

As our client, you rely on robust supply chains to make the
most of your business potential. This is precisely what GEFO is
best equipped to provide.
As one of Europe’s leading chemical tanker operators, we ensure reliability through continuous investments. In our people, in

launched 2022.

our fleet, and all the technologies that enable us to understand

Our gas experts in Antwerp are hands with the experience and

and serve you, our clients, in the best, safe and sustainable way

motivation that comes from more than 20 years of success.

possible. In our understanding of your needs. And in the out-

As our client, you benefit from consistent, efficient and dyna-

standing specifications of our Deep sea fleet.

mic performance. Should you face a challenge, Antwerp has the

Our modern and highly specialized fleet consists of 25 stainless

know-how and agility to react.

steel and coated tankers for commodity and specialty chemicals. We operate from the Baltic and North Sea, through the

1.470.002
Metric tons shipped in 2021

English Channel and the Bay of Biscay to the western Mediter-

1.338

ranean.

Shipments in 2021

3.506.715

Metric tons shipped in 2021

Inland chemicals
barging: reliably
yours

1.079
Shipments in 2021

From our offices at the heart of the ARA region in Antwerp,
UNITAS Shipping and Trucking Company has been barging bulk
chemicals to and from all the majors and chemical producers
for more than 40 years. With a total capacity of up to 150.000
cbm, our fleet of more than 40 double-hull tank barges has
the versatility and specifications required to satisfy both the
needs of our clients and the highest safety standards.

7.756.435

Metric tons shipped in 2021
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4.094
Shipments in 2021
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Successful in five major
market segments

Specialists for
black gold

GEFO Mineral Oil + Light Chemicals

GEFO Bunker Trading

GEFO was built on excellence in oil barging. With more than 60

Since 1971, GEFO Bunker Trading is a global player. Substan-

years of experience and more than 50 double-hull tankers, we

tiated by our own shipping fleets, which in Europe serve all the

remain a Top 3 inland barging operator for light liquid chemicals

chemical and oil majors, our reputation for first-class bunker-

and mineral oil products.

ing solutions has long since spread worldwide.

The black gold in our barges may not shine but our track record

GEFO is one of the world’s oldest bunker trading operations,

does. For our clients that’s a resource as valuable as any precious metal. With more than 60 years of experience shipping
mineral oil products and liquid chemicals, GEFO ensures relia-

Seven seas, one
global trader

with an excellent reputation for quality products and service
among clients and suppliers all over the world. To maintain that
reputation, we go the extra mile.

ble, high-quality, cost-efficient supply.

Whatever your bunker challenge is, our team has what it takes

Versatility is another key strength of our high-spec barging

to find the ideal solution: expertise, dedication and connec-

assets. For example, a variety of vessel lengths from 85 to 135

tions. With the backing of our shipping operations in Europe,

meters gives us access to the full north-west European inland

our credit credentials are rock solid and we have the payment

waterway network – from the Belgian and Dutch seaports up

principles to match.

into the Rhine tributaries and key German canals.

5.403.705
Metric tons shipped in 2021
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3.690
Shipments in 2021

320.000
Tons traded in 2021

2.545

Numbers of bunkering in 2021
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Safety first:
HSSEQ
Management
„GEFO Shipping Group is unarguably proven to
have successfully exercised safety and operational
excellence, a performance which even shines brighter
given the highly challenging conditions of a pandemic.
GEFO Shipping Group is ready for the future.“
peter van herck , director hsseq gefo shipping group
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Our safety performance is
excellent. We will improve it
even further.
Safety comes first in everything we do. The wellbeing of our coworkers, communities and environment is – and will always be
– our highest priority. That is why we are proud to report that
the safety performance of GEFO Shipping Group has improved
once again. Our high safety standard is clearly demonstrated

The GEFO
Shipping Group
PZI Statement

People are the heart of our success. At GEFO Shipping
Group, we value the safety and well-being of our coworkers,
communities, and the environment. We therefore believe in a
zero-incident-industry. None of our crewmembers should be
working in unsafe environments or be exposed to any risks.

by the vessel inspection reports of the various vetting sche-

That’s why GEFO Shipping Group was one of the first support-

mes and by the TMSA office audits. It is also evident in our

ing members of PZI (Platform Zero Incidents) at its cradle,

awards from the Green Award Foundation and in the EcoVadis

strongly committed to this initiative by being an active mem-

CSR scheme.

ber of the steering committee and participating in several

In 2021, we were ranked 21st among the top 260 most innova-

project groups. You can learn more about PZI at:

tive and sustainable family businesses in Germany.

www.platformzeroincidents.nl/home.

Sustainability goes hand in hand with safety. The pandemic has
also challenged us. GEFO Shipping Group reacted efficiently
and implemented strict hygienic measures in a timely manner.
Even with all restrictions, we were able to successfully continue programmes such as the Barge Safety Folder and our ISO
team. Our commitment to safety continues steadily.

Successful
corona measures

GEFO Shipping Group has proven that the current organization
is well versed to face and positively absorb huge challenges like
the pandemic. We were quick to adapt on many fronts simultaneously. Protective equipment was procured and distributed
on all fleet vessels. All office employees received protective
equipment. Strict hygienic measures and controls against infection were implemented, together with a „home office” policy.
Our success makes us confident that we will continue to master every challenge in the future.
Measures 2020 and 2021

employees with trainings and development programmes,
e-learning and simulation training.
• The new BSF (Barge Safety Folder) for 2022 includes an
LET (Learning engagement tool) covering in-depth use of
ECDIS equipment on our barges alongside many more are
safety trainings. An important milestone included in this
BSF, are the GEFO LSR (life saving rules).
• Our popular campaigns Captain’s Days (Inland Fleet) and
Crew Seminars (Deep sea Fleet) had to be cancelled, due
to the pandemic. Some sections of important information
regarding inland shipping were included in the BSF, and
further information on both divisions was shared via circulars or transformed into an e-learning.

Office

Deep sea

Inland

+

+

+

Mental Health booster letter

+

+

Contract duration

+

+

Corrective measures and follow-ups have positively con-

Circular letters
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Trainings and
Campaigns

To promote safety on board our ships, we support our

• The barge risk assessment programme with quarterly
weighing of all operated barges has become a success.

Desinfectant/Dispensors/Mouthcaps

+

+

+

vinced several barge crews to step up and improve. In this

Quicktests/Gloves/Thermometers

+

+

+

way, we can identify and remedy weak signals.

Corona action plan revised (test strategy)

+

+

+

• GEFO Shipping Group has founded a cross-departmental

Corona kits distributed to all vessels

+

+

+

Hygiene concept visitors/crew/employees

+

+

+

ISO team to further improve our current position in ISO

Mitigation plan vessel

+

+

GEFO Shipping Group Declaration of Health

+

+

Contactless ship/shore interface

+

+

and one department can learn from the other and enhance

Interruption of ext. A&D tests + MoC & RA

+

+

efficient processes.

+

+

EU „Travel pass“ for our inspectors

+

Close follow-up of EU countries & measures

+

9001:2015 certification. As such, the PDCA (Plan, Do, Check,
Act) circle can be cross-checked across the departments,
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No lost time injury occurred in 2020 and 2021. A KPI for

In total, 1.034 NM (near misses) have been reported by our

LTIF (Lost time injury frequency) of 0 was achieved, compared

crews on board the inland fleet, on about 112 (average) vessels

to 0,64 in 2019. The TRCF (Total recordable case frequency)

throughout the year. The fleet is split up in GEFO GAS, UNITAS

went down to 1,99 compared to 4,5 in 2019, which is a great

(chemicals) and GEFO Mineral Oil and Light Chemicals and can

achievement. The target for the next years remains unchanged:

furthermore be differentiated in owned and private barges.

0 accidents, thus a total of 0 per 1.000.000 working hours

Nevertheless, is the safety and quality management system

shall be achieved! No employee of GEFO Shipping Group should

on board all vessels equal, as well as reporting system and

suffer any harm during their work, respectively recreational

targets.

activities on board our vessels.

The amount of NM has been found close to the initial target

The GEFO Shipping Group Deep sea vessels reported in total

KPI of 1 NM per month per vessel. For 2021, the KPI achie-

675 „near misses“ (including good spots) in 2021. This is a

vement was 0,75 with 1.034 NM out of our operated fleet of

positive result and confirms the commitment of staff and crew

116 vessels. It’s our goal to further improve on quality of the

on board. Aim of creating so-called good spot reports back

reports rather than pursue the pure numbers.

in 2018 was to enable reporting of positive examples of good

Next year focal campaigns will be introduced, together with

working practice/best practice. For 2021, the good spots

the concept „good spot“ to also include positive feedback and

reflected a share of 8 % of the total amount of reports – an

process improvements.

Inland fleet

Deep sea

The Near Miss Report –
step by step towards the
„zero accidents“ goal

excellent result.

KPI

2019

2020

2021

KPI

2019

2020

2021

Near Miss Reports (without accidents)*

521

518

675

Near Miss Reports registered in Barge Control*

1.027

1.072

1.034

* per fleet

* per fleet

Deep sea: Near Miss Reports at a glance 2020 & 2021

Inland fleet: Near Miss Reports at a glance 2020 & 2021
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Inspections and Audits –
excellent results in all parts
of the fleet
Safety
inspections

GEFO Shipping Group always strives to improve the safety of
its vessels. Therefore, GEFO Shipping Group regularly participates in various safety initiatives. With our inspection reports,
we also contribute to the continuous improvement of safety
and quality in the maritime industry all over the world.
• On average 3,62 observations were recorded during
SIRE inspections (2,73 in 2020 - 3,77 in 2019)
• On average 4,80 observations were recorded during
CDI inspections (4,13 in 2020 - 3,81 in 2019).

existing and very well managed fleet. In 2021, we introduced

Deep sea

many newbuildings to our fleet, where the initial inspections
always prove to be a challenge.
External observations on average (SIRE and CDI)
2018

2019

2020

2021

External
inspection
programmes

GEFO Shipping Group participates in external inspection
programmes such as EBIS, BIRE and TMSA. In addition, our
internal audits ensure the high quality and safety standards of
our vessels.
• The announced transition of EBIS towards OCIMF and one

Average

3,13

3,79

3,11

4,04

observations

inspection questionnaire, has been initiated from 01/2021

Inland fleet

These excellent results were achieved by solid teams in our

onwards. Many changes have impacted the inspection process within the European barging industry.
• BIRE and EBIS have been integrated within OCIMF. Observations are being listed in the Barge Control Module „Audits”

TMSA reviews
and audits

The company passed TMSA and management reviews carried

as well as the results of the internal audits (GEFO Check),

out by our customers. Both TMSA reviews were completed

and monitored for closing out, in close cooperation with the

without major non-conformity, respectively high risk findings

technical inspectors.

and the HSSEQ review was concluded successfully as well.

• Many internal audits were conducted in view of the
ISO9001:2015 audit schedule. Every vessel within the oper-

The ISM annual DoC audit for Cyprus was carried out by

ated fleet is inspected by the HSSEQ department. An

DNV GL, was passed without any non-conformity. An addition-

extensive questionnaire has been developed, the GEFO

al DoC audit was conducted in Hamburg, in alignment with

Check. This is a dynamic document which is updated once

the official relocation of the Technical Department (HSSEQ &

internal processes are amended or newly implemented. Also

Technics) for the seagoing fleet. The company structure and

Near Miss and/or incidents are a trigger to adopt changes

organization have not been impacted by this relocation; the full

to this questionnaire.

integration of management for the seagoing fleet in one location at the Head Office is yet another step forward towards

• Since 2021, a navigation improvement plan has been implemented, including external navigational audits as well.

operational excellence.
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Award-winning
sustainability at
GEFO Shipping
Group
„The GEFO Shipping Group is very proud that EcoVadis
has again awarded us with a silver certificate this year
and has given us positive recognition especially in the
areas of environment and ethics. After all, our customers and us attach great importance to sustainability
and are increasingly asking for environmentally friendly
technologies for the operation of tankers.“
michael zukowski , teamleader hsseq gefo shipping group
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Awarded for sustainability
and environmental performance
GEFO Shipping Group has sustainability and corporate social
responsibility at the heart of its corporate culture. The success
of this long-standing commitment is repeatedly confirmed by
certifications and awards. For us, these honours are an incentive
not to slow down in our efforts. We are therefore confident that
we will continue to play a leading role in sustainable, environmentally friendly shipping in the years to come.

Awarded with
top ratings from
EcoVadis

As in previous years, GEFO Shipping Group opted for an assessment by the internationally recognized rating agency EcoVadis. The EcoVadis methodology is a CSR (Corporate Social
Responsibility) analysis system, covering key elements as environment, fair labour practices, ethics/fair business practices,

Certified with
the renowned
Green Award

To further improve in terms of its environmental standards,
GEFO Shipping Group has successfully embedded the Green
Award programme into its core activities. Our HSSEQ/Technical Department has been certified, as well as selected vessels
from all fleets.

and supply chain. In 2021, GEFO Shipping Group again received

The Green Award can only be obtained by vessels that go

an excellent score and a silver rating. This puts us among the

above and beyond the industry standards in terms of safety,

best 10 percent in the chemical and logistics industry.

quality and environmental performance. Their outstanding
performances have been audited and confirmed with the Green

GEFO Shipping Group was recognised for the following

Award certificate. It is one of the most important quality

strengths, among others:

marks in the shipping industry.

• Company-specific emergency preparedness regarding local
34 GEFO vessels were certified in 2021

pollution
• Installation and regular testing of catalytic converter filters
• Painting of ships with paints that do not contain TBT
• Measures to reduce CO2-emissions from cargo transport
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Deep sea

Inland fleet

• Ballast water management practices to reduce energy/fuel
consumption
• Measures for protection of the marine ecosystems
• Training of employees on ecological risk and good practices
• Low-sulphur engines installed
• Use of more efficient fuel
• Internal audits on health and safety issues
• Mandatory health check-up for employees
• Provision of skills development training
• Reporting on the frequency of accidents

Top-ranked by
WirtschaftsWoche

The leading German business magazine WirtschaftsWoche
has voted GEFO Shipping Group as one of the best, most
innovative and most sustainable family businesses in
Germany 2021. We are ranked 21st out of 260 companies.

• Sustainable procurement policies on both supplier environmental and social practices
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Our
environmental
engagement:
we invest in
new ideas
„We continue to reduce our environmental
footprint by minimising energy consumption and
pollutant emissions and preserving resources.
With both our inland and our Deep sea fleets,
we are involved in several customized projects
where safety and sustainability are top priorites.
GEFO Shipping Group goes green.“
sven von appen , managing director gefo shipping group
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GEFO Shipping Group’s
contribution to low-emission
shipping
The maritime industry is vital to the global economy and this
has never been more true than in recent times when it has
maintained the supply of essential goods. It accounts for
about 90 % of the volume of global trade. Thus, the demands
on shipping to reduce global greenhouse gas emission in line
with the goals of the Paris Agreement are intensifying.
GEFO Shipping Group is well on the way to achieving this.
Thanks to the introduction of new technologies and innovative
propulsion systems, we are gradually reducing the fleet’s pollutant emissions. With each new generation of ships, we reduce
the environmental impact and CO2-emissions.

Deep sea

CO2-Emissions of GEFO Shipping Group’s Deep sea fleet

KPI

2018

2019

2020

2021

Emission CO2

0,128

0,131

0,126

0,132

Emission CO2 (total MT)

53.354

69.398

69.153

96.536

Emission

1,116

1,022

1,000

0,920

(MT per nautical mile)

(tons/fleet size (DWT))

Inland fleet

CO2-Emissions of GEFO Shipping Group’s inland fleet

KPI

2020

2021

Emission CO2 (gCO2e/tokm)

56

53

Emission CO2 (total MT)

51.277

52.591

Emission

0,495

0,476

(tons/fleet size (DWT))
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Health and contentment:
We care for our staff

Our more than 1.600 employees on board and ashore ensure
that our vessels are operated safely and efficiently. That is
why it is important to us that officers and crews find optimal
working conditions. A healthy working environment in which
employees feel comfortable is therefore very close to our
hearts. Contentment in the team guarantees continuity in ship
operations and thus a safe, fast delivery. GEFO Shipping Group
is considered an excellent and reliable employer, and this is
reflected in these figures.
In 2021, we were ranked 21st among the top 260 most innovative and sustainable family businesses in Germany.

KPI

2018

2019

2020

2021

Retention Rate Officers

95,5 %

94,0 %

98,8 %

96,6 %

Retention Rate Crew

89,5 %

88,7 %

98,4 %

98,1 %

KPI

2018

2019

2020

2021

Retention Rate Captains

95,2 %

97,2 %

96,1 %

96,0 %

Retention Rate Crew

97,4 %

94,9 %

92,1 %

91,4 %

Deep sea

Retention Rate Deep sea
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Inland fleet

Retention Rate Inland fleet
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Two revolutionary
newbuildings: GEFO Shipping
Group goes green
Tosca: first
newbuilding
tanker with LNG

GEFO Shipping Group’s first newbuilding tanker with LNG was
put into service in 2021: the Tosca. With this vessel, we are taking a decisive step towards emission-free shipping operation.
The Tosca operates on liquefied natural gas (LNG). The use of
LNG almost completely eliminates particulate matter and sulphur oxides. CO2-emissions are sustainably reduced by around
a quarter and the output of nitrogen oxides by up to 80 %. In
this way, LNG-powered vessels like Tosca can significantly reduce air pollution from shipping.
The Tosca has a capacity of 7.000 tdw with 8.000 cbm of storage volume in fourteen stainless steel tanks. This means that
she is equipped for high quality chemical transports all over the
world, including ice navigation in the Upper Baltic.
With this move GEFO Shipping Group is publicly committing to
the aims of the Paris Climate Agreement and making a significant contribution to decarbonization and environmental
protection.

Canaletto: the
state-of-the-art
multi-purpose
barge

GEFO Shipping Group has developed the tank barge Canaletto, which is scheduled to go into operation in Q4 2022. It is a
multi-purpose barge optimised for low water, for a wide range
of chemical products and with an additional hydrochloric acid
section.
The Canaletto is equipped with an innovative, environmentally
friendly diesel-electric hybrid propulsion system. The generator engines undercut even the latest EU Stage V emission
standard according to NRMM Regulation (EU) 2016/1628 by up
to 70 %.
Depending on scalable battery capacities, the intelligent power
management system enables efficient generator operation, allelectric sailing and complete emission-neutral energy supply at
berth.
In this way, the Canaletto makes a significant contribution to
reducing pollutant emissions and strengthening the waterway
as a mode of transport. Safety is also a top priority on board:
Technical innovations, such as an early warning system to protect against bridge collisions, contribute to increased safety.
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One of the youngest fleets
among its competitors

The Opera project:
the „zero-emissions“ vessel

GEFO Shipping Group already has a young and modern fleet.

GEFO Shipping Group is currently developing a unique pioneer-

With a huge investment programme of over 400 million euros,

ing project: one of the sea tankers of the opera class is to be

we are rejuvenating the fleet even further, in both the seagoing

converted to a completely emission-free propulsion system

and inland shipping sectors. This will benefit the environment,

with hydrogen fuel cells. This will make this tanker the world’s

as the newbuildings are designed with state-of-the-art tech-

first „zero-emissions“ tanker.

nology. With modern alternative propulsion technologies, we
are reducing emissions sustainably.

Fleet age Deep sea
2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

The
sustainability
concept

10,9

200 kW each, supplied by a 260 m³ H2 tank for 12 t of hydrogen. The conventional diesel propulsion system is ready for use
to ensure operational safety at all times through full redundancy. 99 % of the ship’s operation runs on hydrogen, even at
roadstead and during loading/unloading.

11,8

11,7

In future, the tanker can be powered by 16 fuel cell stacks of

10,6

12 years

The CO2 saving
equivalent
8,0

10 years

The aim of this unique project is to avoid GHG emissions. The
hydrogen drive emits neither CO2 nor NOx, SOx or particles.
The conversion can save about 2.297 t of marine diesel and
7.364 t of CO2-emissions p.a. (in 2020, with 41.962 nautical
miles sailed p.a. in the current trade).
The CO2 saving equivalent of the conversion of the tanker
would be impressive: in order to save 7.364 t emissions p.a.,

8 years

3.202 houses would have to be energetically renovated or
4.058 VW ID.3 would have to be sold every year instead!

4.058**
Average age of Inland fleet (2021)

3.202*
13

years

* German standard house with 160 m²;
23.000 kWh annual consumption of natural gas = 2,3 t natural gas p.a.; refurbish-

Inland fleet

ment to a KFW 55 energy house = 1,15 t
saving
** An electric car replaces a new VW Golf;
5,4 L/100 km petrol; 14.600 km mileage

„Zero-emissions“ vessel

1

Energetic refurbishment

VW ID.3

of a single-family house

p.a. = 0,79 t petrol
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Green and sustainable
investments at GEFO Shipping Group
Since 2018, the largest investment programme in the history
of the GEFO Shipping Group has been underway with a financial
capacity of more than 400 million EUR. GEFO Shipping Group is
committed as a responsible company to the ambitious climate

Eco-friendly
Stage V engines

In the inland water transportation sector, we have also made
substantial efforts towards modernizing our fleet. The tank
barge Renoir is our first barge to reach the new emission limits
required by the new EU Stage V emission standard. Through

action targets of the Paris Agreement. In order to achieve

the use of Stage V engines fitted with particle filters and nitro-

climate neutrality, not only the chemical industry is challenged,

gen oxide catalysts, emissions can be radically reduced:

innovative solutions within the logistics sector and the trans-

• -95 % particulate matter

port of liquid goods are also required.

• -90 % carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons

Sustainable
propulsion
technologies

The following alternative fuels associated with sustainability
are currently the subject of intensive studies and discussions
within our group of companies and with our shipping partners:
hydrogen, methanol, ammonia, and e-fuels.
Alternative propulsion technologies are being developed in our
companies and are already partially available. These alternative
propulsion systems (e.g. diesel-electric, fully electric or hybrid
propulsion systems) will contribute towards achieving significant reductions in the emissions produced during ship trans-

This constitutes an important first step towards ensuring that
our fleet provides a more environmentally friendly means of inland water transportation. Another innovation is the Canaletto
our first barge with hybrid propulsion system, as described on
a previous page.

Inland fleet

Deep sea

• -95 % nitrogen oxides

portation using our fleet of vessels. A current major project
is the conversion of a sea tanker to hydrogen propulsion (as
outlined on a previous page).

Lower-emission
LNG propulsion
systems

Compared with conventional propulsion systems, LNG propulsion systems make a significant contribution towards reducing
pollutants: particles -100 %, sulphur oxides -100 %, nitrogen
oxides -80 % and CO2 -25 %.
For this reason, we have taken a decisive step towards loweremission shipping operation with the decision to fit the seagoing vessel Tosca with a LNG propulsion system – the first
LNG propelled tanker in this segment worldwide. In 2021 and
2022 GEFO Shipping Group receives a total of seven newbuild
LNG-ready chemical tankers, enabling a later conversion to
LNG operation.
However, we see LNG propulsion systems only as a first step
towards a more sustainable future. With the next generation
of new vessels, we will therefore be transitioning to avoid pollutant emissions through the use of technologies enabling propulsion systems that run on green hydrogen, green methanol
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or green ammonia, which will be fully developed by then.
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We invest in new ideas

While vessels transport 90 % of all goods worldwide, they
cause only 2 % of manmade CO2-emissions. Nevertheless,
maritime shipping must of course do its part to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in order to meet the climate targets of
the Paris Agreement and stop global warming. Our current
400 Mio. EUR investment program reflects our engagement
for climate and environment. „Green“ propulsion systems and
emissions reduction are top priorities for all newbuildings. In
both the sea-going shipping and inland water transportation
sectors we are investing in a sustainable future. Our projects
include the following new vessels.

New Sea going vessels 2021-2022
Name

DWT

Propulsion system

Entry into service

Tosca

7.400

Dual-fuel LNG/MGO

Q3/2021

Arabella

7.700

LNG ready

Q3/2021

Corelli

3.800

LNG ready

Q1/2021

Cavalli

3.800

LNG ready

Q2/2021

Paganini

3.800

LNG ready

Q2/2021

Ravel

3.800

LNG ready

Q4/2021

Diabelli

3.800

LNG ready

Q1/2022

Scarlatti

3.800

LNG ready

Q2/2022

The CO2
transportation
projects

GEFO Shipping Group is involved in the early stages of several
projects enabling the transportation of CO2 on vessels as part
of the required infrastructure for current and future Carbon
Capture and Storage (CCS) projects in the North Sea.

New Barges in the inland fleet 2021-2022
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Six vessels with
ESI ratings

The Environmental Ship Index (ESI) aims to achieve a genuine

Name

Typ

Capacity m3

Propulsion system

Entry into service

Renoir

C

4.100

Stage V

Q2/2021

Botticelli

C

2.966

CCR II

Q3/2021

Slot Dover

G

2.280

Stage V

Q1/2022

ESI only includes ships that perform above current interna-

Canaletto

C

2.921

Hybrid system / Stage V

Q4/2022

Tintoretto

C

2.959

Stage V

Q4/2022

tional legislation of the Marine Pollution Convention of IMO.

Allegretto

C

2.959

Stage V

Q4/2022

Benedetto

C

2.959

Stage V

Q4/2022

Slot York

G

2.846

Stage V

Q4/2022

Schloss Tramontana

G

2.846

Stage V

Q4/2022

reduction in air emissions. It scores NOx and SOx emissions
and gives a fixed bonus for documentation and management of
energy efficiency and the installation of zero emission technics.

We have six vessels with an ESI score: Fidelio, Gioconda, Otello,
Traviata, Nabucco and Norma.
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Engagement and
collaboration
„For us as a tanker owner it is a vital part of our safety
culture to develop training scenarios with a real expert
organization like WMU, not only with regard to our
demanding customers, but also with regard to the
safety of our crew and environment. The cooperation
with WMU is in all respects beneficial and has improved
our efforts towards accident prevention and protection of the marine ecosystems.“
ulf loose , shareholder gefo shipping group
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Successfull collaboration
with the WMU

A good, motivated crew is probably the most fundamental
keystone for sustainable success. Training in our ever-evolving
high-tech industry is of the utmost importance. And protecting the health of our personnel on board is also a top priority
for GEFO Shipping Group. We address both topics in collaboration with the World Maritime University (WMU) in Malmö/
Sweden.

Attending
Executive and
Professional
Development
Courses

The WMU is the global center of excellence for postgraduate
maritime education, research and capacity building, recognized by the IMO and the United Nations General Assembly.
The university offers Executive and Professional Development
Courses (EPDCs) that enable participants to apply the latest
knowledge to develop sustainable shipping.
In 2014, GEFO Shipping Group launched a training program
with WMU as part of our in-house seminars. Since then, we
have regularly enjoyed successful collaboration. Our experts
have participated in courses on Maritime Safety, Emergency
Management According to ISM Code, Maritime Safety Management and Handling of Operational Risk, Improving the Implementation of the ISM Code, Ship Safety Management and
Accident Investigation, Safety Leadership, and Safety Optimization / Human Element.

The GEFO
Shipping Group
Wellbeing plan

Protecting the health of our personnel on board is a top priority for GEFO Shipping Group. This also includes mental
health, a topic that GEFO Shipping Group initiated in 2020.
Out of the preparations with the WMU, a further project
evolved being „GEFO Shipping Group Wellbeing plan” which
was implemented in 2021 as an e-Learning.
On September 21, 2021, a group of 25 GEFO Shipping Group
professionals attended a customized EPDC on seafarer health
and well-being at WMU in Malmö. The course provided shorebased and on-board personnel with insights into factors influencing the mental health and well-being of seafarers. Topics
covered included workload stress, social isolation, interrelation
between corporate practices and individual perceptions, and
characteristics on health and well-being. A very successful and
inspiring course!
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More than
60 years of
success in
the shipping
industry
GEFO Shipping Group was founded in 1961 in Hamburg
as a part of Marquard & Bahls. Written out in full, the
name GEFO Gesellschaft für Oeltransporte mbH translates as GEFO Company for Oil Transport Ltd, which
shows just how far we have grown since the 60s. GEFO
Shipping Group has gone from success to success and
is now a top 3 service provider in the chemical shipping
industry.
To sum it up:
Decades of experience. Shaping a sustainable future.
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Important milestones

1961

1971

GEFO Shipping

Expansion into

Group inland oil

coastal shipping

barging is founded
GEFO Shipping
Group launches
bunker trading
operation
Acquisition of

1978

ATC Antwerp,
later UNITAS

2014

1986

Deep sea fleet

GEFO Shipping

modernization

Group expands

with four new

into gas barging

tankers

2018

Deep sea orders
eight newbuildings

First LNG-propelled
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tanker in the segment

First barge with

and further investments

hybrid propulsion

totaling 400 million EUR

system

2021

2022
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